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ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES AZMILS DATA 

PRIMARY NAME: MAB GROUP 

ALTERNATE NAMES: 

GREENLEE COUNTY MILS NUMBER: 124 

LOCATION : TOWNSHIP 8 S RANGE 30 E SECTION 12 QUARTER SW 
LATITUDE: N 32DEG 44MIN 50SEC LONGITUDE: W 109DEG 13MIN 45SEC 
TOPO MAP NAME: DUNCAN - 15 MIN 

CURRENT STATUS: EXP PROSPECT 

COMMODITY: 
SILVER 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 
ADMMR MAB GROUP FILE 



MAB GROUP GREENLEE COUNTY 

MG WR 6/29/84: The MAB Group of claims (Greenlee Co) are owned by Mr. Paul Turney 
(c). This property is an eastern extension of the property leased by Phelps 
Dodge for its Ash Peak operation. the recent exploration drilling has confirmed 
the presence of a siliver-bearing quartz vein. For an interest in the property, 
Venture Drilling Co (c) of Tucson drilled two angle rotary holes that intersec
ted the vein about 150 feet felow the surface. This work was done in 1983 (7) 
During early 1984 the Minerals Division of Superior Oil Co drilled four-angle 
core (7) holes that intersected the vein about 300 feet below the surface. 
Superior dropped its interest in the property because it did not appear to 
be a significant source of primary silver. superior does acknowledge, however, 
that the vein may be a major source of silver-bearing silicious flox. 


